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Every one of us is so well adapted to technology and its gadgets as it makes our lives easier and
comfortable. The very first invention of technology by human is said to be the wheels. Since then,
we have seen a series of inventions that has integrated all our ideas all put in practice. This has also
saved a lot of energy and priceless time even when we do our routine tasks. Although we are
moving above the inventions of wheels, there were analog scales for measurements which are now
succeeded by digital electronic scales.

There are several benefits of using these scales over these analog scales. Some of them are
accuracy, least number of human errors, faster readings because of quick distribution and more.
One of the best reliability on these digital scales is that, accuracy matters compared to analog
scales. It has the capability to weigh even the smallest amount; say even sand of single grain can
be accurately measured. However, this is not possible with the analog that are not very sensitive
and neither helps us to record such small weights. We can have a wide range of choice of these
digital scales which can be implemented in various kinds of laboratories and at other places where
there is a requirement of weighing even minute particles. Anyhow, accuracy does not mean we
weigh only these small particles but it should also weigh heavy weights accurately.

Electronic scales are said to have mere human errors while it reads on the scales. This is
contradicting to the analog scales where the weights are measured using the marks on the reading
scales. But the digital scales show measurement in digits and decimals only. For instance, if we are
weighing some pre measured pounds of 5 1/3, the analog instrument will not be of great help. It is
because; their scale measurements are in quarters which will not give us 100 per cent accuracy and
we would probably receive results with some amount of errors. However, this will not be the case
when we use the digital scales which provide us accurate readings and the readers have to make
sure they note the right numbers.
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